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Th
he UK Guid
de to Safety
y at Sports G
Grounds1 (o
or the ‘Green Guide’) aand the Nortthern
2
Ire
eland Guide
e to Safety at Sports G
Grounds (orr the ‘Red Guide’)
G
bothh state that ‘it may
be
e helpful’ to
o plan the circulation off spectators in terms off a series off zones. The
e
ca
ategorisation of these zones
z
is slig
ghtly differe
ent in each case,
c
as fol lows:
ZZone

1
2

UK Guuide to Safety at Sports Grou
unds

1

The pitcch or area of acctivity. This mayy be consideredd a place of rea
asonable safetyy, to which
spectattors can be evacuated before uusing other emeergency exits. Even
E where thiss is protected frrom
Zone Tw
wo, Zone One should still be aaccessible to sppectators via an
ny gates or opeenings in the pitch or
area of activity perimeter barriers.

2

Spectattor viewing accommodation.

3

Internall concourses annd hospitality arreas. If this area needs to be evacuated
e
in ann emergency, itt
should preferably be too Zone Four.

4

The outter circulation area.
a
Zone Threee and Four maay, in certain situations, be connsidered a placee of
reasonaable safety, to which
w
spectatorrs can be evacuuated before exxiting to Zone FFive. In planningg
terms, Zone
Z
Four can serve as a vita l access area foor emergency and
a service vehhicles, without
disrupting circulation inn Zone Two.

5

A buffer zone outside the
t sports grouund perimeter, used
u
for the pub
blic to gather beefore entry and for
links to car parks and public transportrt. The public shhould be able to
o circumnavigatte the perimeter in
this zonne, in order to find an appropriaate point of enttry. Zone Five should
s
be the deesignated placee of
safety in the event of an
a emergency.
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Northern Ireland Guide to Safety at Sports Grounds

1

The pitch or area of activity. This may be considered a place of comparative safety, to which
spectators can be evacuated before using other emergency exits (but see Sections 9.13.b and
15.16). Although protected from Zone Two, Zone One should still be accessible to spectators via
gates or openings in the pitch perimeter barriers.

2

Spectator accommodation, including internal concourses and hospitality areas. If this area needs to
be evacuated in an emergency, it should preferably be to Zone Four.
Note: at the majority of sports grounds, Zones Two and Three will form a single area, usually
underneath or part of the stands.

3

The outer circulation area. Zone Three may, in certain situations, be considered a place of
comparative safety, to which spectators can be evacuated before exiting to Zone Four. In planning
terms, Zone Three can serve as a vital access area for emergency and service vehicles, without
disrupting circulation in Zone Two.

4

A buffer zone outside the sports ground perimeter, used for the public to gather before entry and for
links to car parks and public transport. The public should be able to circumnavigate the perimeter in
this zone, in order to find an appropriate point of entry. Zone Four should be the designated place of
safety in the event of an emergency.

It can be seen from these two tables that although the Red Guide was based very
largely on the Green Guide, the Red Guide combines Zones Two and Three, thus
reducing the total number of zones into just four. In other words, the Red Guide
considers the viewing accommodation and the internal concourse to be essentially the
same.
Zone Five in the Green Guide is therefore the same as Zone Four in the Red Guide.
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